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		An independent supporters' website dedicated to Mansfield Town FC

		

	

	
	
	
	
	
				  		
  		  		
	  			  			

	Welcome to Stagsnet

	
            
            
		
			
					 		

		
	
				      		 
					  	

	
					        
							
To get a bet365 football bonus use the aceodds.com promo code


Latest free bets at bigfreebet.com and betting offers.


Latest gambling news at inkedin from sports betting, casino, slots, bingo, and poker.


Check out the latest Mansfield Town Stats.


Find the best new betting sites in the UK on BettingLounge.


Football fans can get a free bet using this 2024 promo code for bet365


The above are paid adverts to external sites.



The Stags beat Salford 5-1 on Saturday. Visit the Match Centre for the Stagsnet report, while for all the post match reaction, reports from other sites, and other news, visit the Stagsnet Latest News page - the definitive Stags news archive. The Stagsnet messageboard is here.



By the way, don't miss ***NEW*** the Field Mill Scoreboard page or the Stags shirts page or the Stags badges page!

Or a complete set of team photos going back over 100 years with only a couple of years not available! 

Or the club records by Paul Taylor & Martin Shaw.

Or a selection of vintage match reports and photos.

Or a list of Stags games on TV over the years, with video clips.

Or the history of the club or the history of Field Mill!


Join the SSA for 2023-2024. Join online here or download the application form here.
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Images of Sport MTFC by Paul Taylor and Martin Shaw is still available here. 
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						                Salford H 24 Feb
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						                Newport A 2 Mar
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						                Keillor-Dunn 17, Akins 12, Maris 8, Swan 7, Oates 5, Boateng 4, Cargill 4, Clarke 3, Bowery 2, Flint 2, Gale 2, Johnson 2, Nichols 2, Quinn 2, Reed 2, Brunt 1, Cooper 1, Lewis 1.
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										7,369 (5171 season ticket holders)
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Site started 18 May 98. Best viewed at 1024 x 768. 
								
									
 This site 
					      does not represent the views, wishes, opinions or public image of 
					      Mansfield Town FC or anyone connected to it.  Every effort has been 
					      made to give acknowledgement for the photos on the site. Apologies to 
					      anyone affected.
					      			

					      		
						
	
					    	

					    


			
		
	
	  	  		

  		  		  		
  	